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A list of fifty short phrases is given below. In each phrase there are two hidden words which are opposites, or complements, of each other. For example, KITE GAVE can be rearranged to GIVE-TAKE. Answers can be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of this issue.

1. from the heart
2. shorter tribes
3. leave hot
4. dingy hat
5. Vern gone mining
6. ah, never hate
7. fine cool girl
8. no male vanity, Lu!
9. big lory
10. a dull ditch
11. not when
12. be trim, avid
13. Kate's grown
14. choir pro
15. I love God
16. beret towers
17. soft laws
18. watch Bikel
19. short fad
20. sou'wester
21. glib title
22. maser'll lag
23. blab, woo Eve
24. dove den
25. daft? oh, no!
26. note grief
27. feel lame, Ma?
28. shark yet
29. sane lad
30. yell "bus!
31. war, I wonder
32. girl theft
33. ever round
34. I've lied
35. ugly arch
36. new rum, Mister
37. rousingomen
38. brusk drone
39. seer's clubs
40. germane agent
41. dry cane
42. le Yule bowl
43. wear cape
44. wary Polk
45. thinning doom
46. U.F.O. far, Alan
47. senile cosine
48. shun poet
49. no nutty crow
50. million men to haul